[Overview]
Korea’s financial system has shown a
generally stable picture, against a
background
of
favorable
financial
institution and foreign exchange sector
soundness, although there are some
vulnerabilities related to household and
corporate sector financial conditions.
In the household sector, the loan
delinquency rate is falling and the debt
structure is also improving, but with the
volume of debt continually rising debt
repayment burdens have grown somewhat.
Corporate sector profitability and financial
structures have generally improved, except
in some vulnerable industries such as
shipbuilding and shipping. Growth has
deteriorated greatly, however, owing to
factors such as the global economic
slowdown.
The structural slump in profitability at
banks is continuing, due for example to
narrowing loan-to-deposit spreads in line
with the low interest rates, but bank
asset soundness and capital adequacy
appear favorable. In the non-bank
financial sector the improvements in
profitability have faltered as well, but the
trends of improvement in indicators of
overall management conditions including

asset soundness and capital adequacy
have continued.
The volatilities of financial market
prices such as interest rates, stock prices,
exchange rates, etc. have generally
remained stable. With regard to foreign
exchange soundness, net external assets
have continued to increase and domestic
banks’ foreign currency funding conditions
have also shown favorable pictures.
These financial stability conditions are
reflected in the Financial Stability Map.1)
The Financial Stability Index (FSI)2),
illustrating the situation related to
financial stability, rose temporarily to 10.5
in February 2016 but subsequently fell
again and is currently at 6.7, also below
the “Warning” stage threshold (8).
Going forward Korea’s financial stability
conditions are foreseen being greatly
affected by changes in household and
corporate financial soundness and by
external risks including the economic
sluggishness in China. In view of this, the
restructuring of companies in weak
industries will have to be smoothly
carried out, and the possibility of system
risk due to a buildup of corporate
defaults thereby mitigated.

1) The Financial Stability Map presents a comprehensive picture of stability in six dimensions – two concerning macroprudential
soundness conditions (the debt servicing capacities of the household and business sectors) and four concerning the financial system
(banks, non-bank financial institutions, the financial markets and foreign exchange soundness). If the decile reading of a particular
dimension is from 5 to 6, then this may be seen as a degree of stability in that dimension corresponding to its average levels in
the past (since 1995).
2) The Financial Stability Index (FSI) is an index created by converting a variety of different financial stability indicators into a single
index, and can be used as one of the indicators for judging overall macroprudential conditions. Here the optimum critical threshold
Warning and Crisis stages are calculated on the basis of the “noise-to-signal ratio” approach, at 8 and 22 respectively. For further
details refer to the April 2012 Financial Stability Report, <Box IV-1> “Outline of Financial Stability Index (FSI)”.
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[Korea’
s Financial Stability Situation]

Financial Stability Map1)2)
Period analyzed for H2 2015 Financial Stability Report
Period analyzed for H1 2016 Financial Stability Report
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In the household sector, the loan
delinquency rate is falling and the debt
structure is also improving, but as the
volume of debt has continually increased
debt repayment burdens have grown
somewhat.
The amount of household debt stood at
1,223.7 trillion won as of the end of
March 2016, 11.4% higher year-on-year as
its pace of increase has continued to
accelerate since the third quarter of 2014.
The household debt-to-disposable income
ratio, at 145.6% (estimated) as of the end
of March 2016, had risen by 9.6% points
over its figure at the same time last year
(136.0%).
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Households’
financial
debt-to-financial
assets ratio stood at 44.8% at the end of
December 2015, with their financial assets
thus more than doubling their financial
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liabilities. However, as households’ financial
debts have increased a bit more rapidly
than their financial assets, the ratio was
0.8% point higher than at the end of June
2015.
Household loan delinquency rates are
showing stable downward trends in both
the banking and the non-bank financial
sectors, in line with the low interest rates
for instance. The debt structure is in
addition steadily improving, with the
average loan maturities and the share in
total
bank
home
mortgage
loans
accounted for by fixed-rate, amortizing
loans both increasing thanks to the policy
authorities’
ongoing
household
debt
management policies.

was a result mainly of debt repayment
expenditures having lessened slightly due
to decreases in interest expenses in line
with the falling interest rates.
Given the expanded debt repayment
burdens of the low-income vulnerable
groups, the possibility of increasing
defaults must meanwhile be borne in
mind, and redoubled efforts are called for
to boost household incomes and improve
the household debt structure.
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The ratio of household debt repayment
expenditures to disposable income was
36.9% in the fourth quarter of 2015,
lower by 0.8% point year-on-year. This
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Notes: 1) Amounts of loan principal and interest repayment, credit card settlement
costs, etc.
2) Year-on-year
Source: Statistics Korea
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Corporate sector profitability and financial
structures have generally improved, except in
weak industries such as shipbuilding and
shipping,
but
growth has deteriorated
substantially.
Following the reversal into negative
territory of the rate of sales growth in
2014, its extent of decline widened
greatly during 2015 centering around
large
enterprises.
The
operating
income-to-sales ratio did however show a
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higher figure than in 2014, at 5.6%, as
corporate margins improved somewhat
thanks for example to declines in the
prices of raw materials.

Profitability in major industries
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Profitability picked up in the majority
of industries with the exceptions of
fragile ones such as shipbuilding, shipping,
etc. In the shipbuilding industry the
operating income-to-sales ratio was –
11.7% during 2015, as it worsened
further compared to the year before
(-6.9%). In the shipping industry the
operating income-to-sales ratio showed
1.7%, but due to non-operating losses
stemming from large volume interest
expenses the pretax net income-to-sales
ratio reversed to a negative figure
(-2.8%). In the cases of the electronics
and the automobile industries on the
other hand, they are maintaining their
favorable levels of profitability seen since
2014.

Financial
structure
stability
and
short-term liquidity conditions have also
improved somewhat. The proportion of
firms with elevated debt ratios (200% or
above) was 14.2% in 2015, as it has
been gradually falling since 2013, and
that of firms with quick ratios of 100%
or higher was 59.5%, up by 3.1% points
compared to the year before.
If corporate growth remains sluggish
going forward, however, it is necessary to
bear in mind the possibility of the decline
in investment, the worsening of profitability
and so on bringing about deteriorations in
companies’ competitiveness in the long term.
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Corporate financial structure soundness and
short-term liquidity
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The structural slump in profitability
in the banking sector is continuing, but
asset soundness has sustained a trend of
general improvement and loss absorption
capacities have also shown satisfactory
levels.
The pace of increase in commercial
bank assets, which had accelerated rapidly
driven by loans, has now slowed
somewhat, but asset soundness has
continued its trend of improvement with
the substandard-or-below loan ratio falling
for example. Substandard-or-below loan
ratios in shaky industries such as
shipping, construction and shipbuilding
have however sustained high levels.
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Notes: 1) End-period basis
2) Year-on-year
Sources: Commercial banks’ business reports
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Profitability
showed
a
trend
of
improving somewhat entering 2016, even
amid the continuing structural sluggishness.
Return on assets (ROA) rebounded after
two consecutive quarters of decline to
stand at 0.59% in the first quarter of the
year. Banks’ structural margin ratio, indicative
of their capacities for generating sustainable
profits, rose from 0.71% in the fourth quarter
of 2015 to 0.83% in the first quarter of
2016, although remaining at a very low level
compared to the past.
Capital adequacy has shown a satisfactory
picture. The BIS total capital ratio rose
compared to the end of 2015 (14.69%) to
stand at 14.84% at the end of the first
quarter of 2016, and was greatly exceeding
the regulatory standard (8.625%). The
provision coverage ratio, indicative of banks’
capacities for absorbing expected losses,
also continued its trend of increase to
reach 145.6% as of the end of the first
quarter of 2016.
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Commercial bank BIS total capital and provision
coverage ratios1)
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Non-bank financial institutions’ assets
continue to show trends of high growth,
in addition to which their asset soundness
has improved and their capital adequacy
is maintaining favorable levels as well.
Non-bank financial institution total assets
showed a high rate of growth of 8.6%
(year-on-year) at the end of the first
quarter of 2016, even despite the paces of
increase at insurance companies and
securities companies having slowed slightly.
Asset soundness showed trends of
improvements in most non-bank financial
sectors, with delinquency rates and
substandard-or-below loan ratios falling for
example.
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With regard to banks’ future management
conditions, profit generating conditions are
worsening with the prolongation of the low
interest rate environment, on top of which
loan asset soundness could also possibly
deteriorate when the restructuring of firms
in vulnerable industries reaches full scale,
and there is thus a need for appropriate
preparations related to this.
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Non-bank financial institution capital adequacy
ratios1)2)

The trends of improving profitability in
some sectors that had continued since the
middle of 2013 have shown signs of
weakening. Returns on assets (ROA) have
declined slightly due to reduced returns
on investment at insurance companies,
and due to declines in bond disposals and
valuation gains for example at securities
companies. The savings bank ROA has on
the other hand continued its trend of
increase, on rising interest incomes in line
with banks’ expansions in lending.
Capital adequacy ratios have maintained
favorable levels greatly exceeding the
financial supervisory standards in all
sectors.
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5 The domestic financial markets have

shown a trend of stability overall, but in
the corporate bond market the situation
of credit discrimination against sub-prime
bonds has intensified.
The volatility of financial market price
variables including interest rates, stock
prices and exchange rates grew until
early
February
2016,
as
external
uncertainties rose related to the Chinese
stock market unrest, to the trend of
declining international oil prices, to
expectations of an interest rate hike by
the US Federal Reserve, etc. Since then,
however, the picture has been one of
returning to stability.
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The won/US dollar exchange rate has
fluctuated in line with changes in
expectations for a policy rate hike by the
Fed, with the movements of international
oil prices, with concerns about the global
economic slowdown, etc., while the
won/yen rate has shown a trend of
increase on the strengthening of the yen
due to spreading risk aversion.
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The Treasury bond (3-year) yield
sustained a trend of decline from
December 2015 to stand at an historic
low 1.41% on May 10, but has rebounded
since the release of the April FOMC
meeting minutes, as the possibility of a
rate hike by the Federal Reserve has
become highlighted again, and recorded
1.50% as of May 31.
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In the corporate bond market, meanwhile,
the spreads on both prime and sub-prime
bonds widened until December 2015, but
entering 2016 a situation of differentiation
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between credit ratings appeared with the
spreads on prime bonds alone narrowing.

Net external assets
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The foreign exchange sector has
shown a stabilized picture on the whole,
as amid the continuing trend of increase
in net external assets domestic banks’
foreign currency funding conditions have
also been favorable.
The trend of increase in the volume of
net external assets has been sustained,
while the external payment capacity has
maintained a sound picture with the
ratios of short-term external debt relative
to foreign exchange reserves and to total
external debt continuing to fall.

Domestic banks’ foreign currency funding
conditions did worsen temporarily in the
early part of 2016, owing to international
financial market anxieties for example, but
since then have maintained satisfactory
pictures due among other factors to
expansions in the accommodative monetary
policy stances of major countries. The
spread on long-term foreign currency
borrowings rose to 88 basis points in
mid-January 2016, but has since then
shown a picture of rapid stabilization,
influenced by the favorable foreign
currency liquidity conditions due to the
continuing current account surplus for
example.
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Domestic bank long-term borrowing spread1)
and CDS premium2)
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Meanwhile, net outflows of foreigners’
securities investment funds were seen
until February 2016, affected mainly by
changes in global fund flows following the
policy rate hike by the US Federal
Reserve and by concerns about economic
unrest in China and other emerging
markets. Since the middle of February
2016 they have reversed to inflows,
however, as the trend of international
financial market risk aversion has eased
in line with expectations of a delay in
additional rate hikes in the US, with
expansions in monetary policy easing by
major country central banks, etc.
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Note: 1) The lines indicate the cumulative sums of the monthly net
inflows since January 2013.
Source: The Bank of Korea

7 Looking at the payment and settlement

systems, the large-value and retail
payment systems and the securities and
foreign currency settlement systems have
all been managed stably.
In the total amount settled through the
large-value payment system, BOK-Wire+,
the proportions of settlement made at
around the closing time (16:00∼17:30)
and of payment orders in queue for
settlement have maintained trends of
stability. The maximum intraday overdraft
cap exhaustion rate, showing the level of
secured settlement liquidity of BOK-Wire+
participants, has also remained low.
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Retail payment and foreign exchange
settlement system risk indicators

Large-value payment system risk indicators
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In the retail payment systems operated
by the Korea Financial Telecommunications
& Clearings Institute, the number of cases
of net settlement participants’ net debit
cap utilization rates exceeding the 70%
warning level rose during the fourth
quarter of 2015, in line for example with
the occurrence of temporary large-scale
funds transfers due to some companies’
subscriptions to public offerings and the
related refunds, before then falling again
in the first quarter of 2016. Meanwhile,
although the proportion of foreign
currency settlements carried out through
the CLS system has fallen since the first
quarter of 2015, due for example to
increased
transactions
involving
the
Chinese yuan, a non-CLS settlement
currency, it has maintained a high level
in the range of around 70% as
previously.

The securities settlement systems have
been managed stably, as in the cases of
the exchange-traded stock and government
bond markets, deliveries of and fund
payments for securities have all been
completed before the settlement delay
penalty
deadline,
while
in
the
over-the-counter stock market as well the
share of payments made after the
deadline has been at an insignificant level.
Proportions of payments made
after settlement deadline

Exchange
-traded
stocks
Exchange
-traded
gov’t
bonds
OTC
stocks4)

(%)

Payment proportions

Penalty
deadlines1)
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-

-
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0.04

-

-

-

-

16:50

0.1

0.001

-

-

0.0001

Notes: 1) Deadlines after which settlement delay penalties
assessed
2) Transactions among institutional investors
Source: The Bank of Korea
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[Financial Stability Issue Analysis]
1

Bank loan soundness has worsened
due to some recent corporate defaults,
especially of shipbuilding and shipping
companies, but with the exceptions of
specialized banks asset soundness and
capital adequacy at most banks have
been relatively fine.
Domestic
banks’
bad
loan
ratio
(substandard-or-below loan ratio) was 2.6%
at the end of March 2106, its highest level
since the end of March 2011 (2.8%). Looking
at the different banking sectors, specialized
banks (3.5) have been showing a trend of
increase in their bad loan ratio since 2014,
while the ratio among commercial banks
(1.8%) remains at a relatively low level. By
industry, the bad loan ratios of the main
vulnerable industries such as the other
transportation
equipment
manufacturing
industries including shipbuilding, the basic
metals industries including steel, the
construction industry, etc. have been high.

Meanwhile, a look at the financial
conditions of commercial bank corporate
borrowers shows their major financial
indicators such as interest coverage ratios,
debt ratios, etc. to have been generally
improving. Corporate growth has been
deteriorating recently, however, and the
continuing high proportions of loans made
to companies at risk of insolvency must
be borne in mind.
From the perspective of corporate loan
composition, the degree of loan concentration
on large corporate groups and a few
specific industries is becoming higher. In
particular, the proportion in total loans to
SMEs accounted for by loans extended to
the real estate and leasing industries has
risen from 15.0% at year-end 2010 to
19.9% as of the end of March 2016.
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In their loan soundness management
practices
banks
are
showing
a
backward-looking tendency, in which as
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long as interest is not delinquent even
loans to enterprises with high likelihoods
of default are classified as normal, on top
of which the existence of collateral is still
being used as an important judgement
standard in loan credit evaluations.
In view of these points, there is a need
for domestic banks to also give
forward-looking
consideration
to
borrowers’ future repayment capacities
and become more sophisticated in their
loan management. Vigilance will also be
needed
regarding
the
excessive
concentrations of loans on large corporate
groups and particular industries such as
real estate.
Meanwhile, given that corporate loan
defaults could cause a deterioration in
bank
management
soundness
and
undermine financial stability, there is a
need for preempting any possibility of
system risk due to a buildup of corporate
defaults, through the carrying out of
smooth corporate restructuring.
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2 External risks, including the economic

slowdown in China, the unease about
international oil prices, the possibilities of
crises in emerging market countries and
the uncertainties related to monetary
policies in advanced countries, as well as
the continuing interactions among these
risks, have been working as factors
causing instability in the domestic
financial system.
The low economic growth in China and
other EMEs could cause deteriorations in
financial soundness of export companies
and a further rise in the likelihood of
corporate defaults. It could also lead to
increased volatility in the domestic
financial and foreign exchange markets,
followed by asset price instability.
The possibilities of the low oil prices
continuing, and of crises arising in
oil-producing countries and other EMEs as
a result, can also lead to a worsening of
financial conditions at companies with
high shares of exports to and overseas
construction projects in oil-producing
countries, in addition to intensified global
risk aversion and capital outflows. This
can become a factor causing the prices of
domestic assets including stocks and
bonds to fall.
In addition, the differentiations in
monetary policy in line with variations in
the speeds of economic recovery in the
US, the euro area, Japan and other
advanced countries could not only affect
export conditions, through giving rise to
exchange rate volatility for example, but
also cause an expansion in capital flow
volatility in the global financial markets

and an amplification of domestic financial
system instability.
For our article on this subject we used
the Bank of Korea’s Systemic risk
Assessment model for Macroprudential
Policy (SAMP), and deduced the impacts
on the financial system as a whole of
three external risks – of low economic
growth in China and other EMEs, of
continuing low oil prices, and of economic
slowdowns in the euro area and Japan –
based on their effects on banks’ capital
adequacy.
The results of analysis show domestic
banks’ resiliency to be good overall, and
the effects of these risks on the domestic
financial system appear limited. The
possibility
is low of
any strong
materialization or occurrence of low
economic growth in EMEs or other
external risks, but should several more
moderate external shocks occur in
combination, financial system stability
could decline as capital adequacy at some
banks deteriorates.
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Major channels of external risk transmission1)

Note: 1) (+) indicate risk increasing factors, and (-) a risk
decreasing factor

Domestic bank capital adequacy stress test results
(%, %p)
Post-shock Changes1)
BIS capital compared to
ratios
end-2015
Low economic growth2)
in EMEs

11.2

-2.7

Continuing low oil prices3)

12.4

-1.5

Economic slowdowns4) in
euro area, Japan

12.3

-1.6

Combined shock5)

10.8

-3.1

Notes: 1) Domestic bank BIS total capital ratio at end-2015: 13.9%
2) Rates of GDP growth in EMEs including China fall 2% points
below IMF forecast figures for next two consecutive years
3) International oil price (Dubai oil) remains at annual average 35
dollars/barrel for next two years
4) Rates of GDP growth in Japan and euro area fall 2% points
below IMF forecast figures for next two consecutive years
5) Rates of GDP growth in EMEs including China fall 1% point
below IMF forecast figures, international oil price remains at
annual average 35 dollars/barrel and rates of GDP growth in
Japan and euro area fall 2% points below IMF forecast figures
for next two consecutive years
Source: The Bank of Korea

There is thus a need for close examination
of the channels of transmission of these risks
and the possibilities of their spreading
domestically, through the regular monitoring of
major external risks. Futhermore, it is
necessary for financial institutions, whose
soundnesses could weaken due to any
expansion in financial market volatility or
increase in corporate credit risk, to strengthen
their risk management efforts by accumulating
loan loss provisions, increasing their equity, etc.
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The possibility is constantly being
raised of a buildup of risks in the
financial market resulting from financial
market participants’ search for yield as
the low interest rates persist. To this
time, however, the likelihood of these
concerns being realized appears low.
Channels of transmission of low interest rate
effects to financial markets

As to the reasons for this, in the cases
first of all of the capital markets, the
preference for prime bonds is continuing
in the bond market, while the levels of
stock prices are not too high relative to
corporate fundamentals in the stock
market. And in the rapidly growing ABS
market the expansion is being driven by
MBSs, which have high credit grades.
Secondly, given the low interest rates
financial investment products such as
investment funds, structured notes, ABCP,
etc. have been highlighted as replacements
for time deposits and other traditional
tools for surplus fund management, and
inflows of funds to these products have

thus increased greatly. The proportion of
investment in safe assets here is high,
however, and the levels of risk inherent
in these products are assessed as
generally not large. Thirdly, as investor
sensitivities to return have become high,
the sizes of the markets for short-term
standby funds such as MMFs, retail RPs,
transferable deposits, etc. are expanding.
But even if domestic and overseas
conditions change, owing for example to
strict asset management regulations, the
possibility of their working as factors
causing market turmoil is limited.
There is however a need to keep in
mind the point that signs of risk-taking
behavior are appearing related to some
short- and long-term marketable financial
products, whose returns vary depending
on market conditions. For example, real
estate and overseas investment funds,
whose leverage ratios are relatively high
and their uncertainties related to profit
and loss large, have been increasing, and
issuances of ELS with unsecured principal
have been surging as well. Moreover, the
expansions in the MMF and retail RP
markets are factors that can cause
liquidity risks at securities companies and
other
financial
institutions,
though
difficulties in selling bonds, declines in
collateral value, etc., if any financial
market shock should spread.
With regard in addition to marketable
financial products, there are not only
uncertainties related to investor returns
but the structures of linkages between the
products and financial institutions are also
complicated, so that if conditions worsen
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domestically or abroad these financial
products could work as destabilizing
factors. In particular, securities companies
are issuing mostly structured notes and
retail RPs while their holdings of
contingent liabilities related to ABCP have
also grown large, and there are possibilities
of their management soundness worsening
due to changes in market conditions. Close
monitoring related to this is thus called
for.
Structure of linkages in asset management of
major marketable financial products
Funds
Structur
General
ed
investment MMFs
notes
2)
funds
Amounts
(trillion won)1)
Proportions (%)
Deposits,
etc.3)
Short-term
financial
products4)
Treasury
bonds5)
Corporate
bonds6)
Stocks
Other

Retail
RPs

336.5

104.9

101.6

78.7

3.7

18.3

22.8

-

2.1

20.9

-

-

18.7

26.8

36.8

49.1

18.7

29.7

31.5

50.9

28.6
28.3

4.4

0.7
8.3

-

Notes: 1) End-March 2016 basis
2) Stock-type, bond-type, mixed-type, etc.
3) Cash, deposits, due, etc.
4) RPs, CP, call loans, etc.
5) Treasury bonds, MSBs, etc.
6) Financial bonds, corporate bonds, ABS, etc.
Sources: Estimates based on financial institutions’ business reports, Korea
Financial Investment Association data, etc.
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Compared to major countries Korea
has a high proportion of tenancies, on top
of which the shares in the housing rental
market of rentals supplied by the public
and corporate sectors are low and the role
of individual households thus relatively
large. As a result of this, households’
borrowings to purchase rental housing are
operating as a structural factor behind the
increase in household debt.
In particular, as the demand for rental
housing purchases in preparation for old age
increases, in line with the continuing low
interest rates and the rapid progress of
population aging, the volume of financial debt
of these rental housing owners is expanding
greatly. The amount of financial debt of own
home renting/own home occupying households
that are renting out their own housing
(households owning multiple housing units)
increased by 29.0% between 2012 and 2015
from 111.2 trillion to 143.4 trillion won
(13.1% of the household credit volume as of
the end of March 2015).

−

Financial debt1) of households
owning rental housing2)
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Supposing that the proportion of publicand corporate-owned rentals in Korea (19.0%
of all rental housing in 2014) were 20%
points higher than at present, similar to the
levels in other major countries (the
four-country average for the US, UK, Germany
and Japan is 40.0%), it is estimated that the
total amount of Korean household debt would
then be about 30 to 50 trillion won below its
current level.
Large proportions of these rental housing
owners appear to be from the high-income
and the higher age groups. Among the
financial debts of rental owning households
overall,
the
share
accounted
for
by
households in the fifth income quintile is
59.4%, and that of those whose heads are in
their 50s or above 62.9%
shares greatly
exceeding those of households in the other
income and age cohorts. These households’
real asset holdings are in addition substantial,
and their total debt ratios (relative to total
assets) are also favorable compared to those
of other households.
However, there are many households
whose financial debt ratios (relative to their
financial assets) are high in consequence of
their having borrowed to acquire rental
housing, and the amounts of their rental
security deposit debt are large as well. Their
liquidity risks related to security deposit
repayment are thus substantial, on top of
which their assets are centered around real
assets (which account for 84.5% of their
total assets) and so they appear more
vulnerable to shocks stemming from any real
estate price declines.
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Notes: 1) Based on end-March of each year
2) Own home renting/own home occupying household basis
Sources: The Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea (Survey of Household
Finance and Living Conditions)
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Financial asset shares of 5th income
quintile and 50 years or older households
owning rental housing1)
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Note: 1) Own home renting/own home occupying household basis
Sources: The Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea (Survey of Household
Finance and Living Conditions)

If households’ real estate investment
demand grows further going forward, owing
to their efforts to secure rental income as
the low interest rates continue and
population aging progresses rapidly, the
trend of structurally expanding household
debt due to increased borrowings by these
rental housing owners can intensify.
It is thus necessary to strengthen the
monitoring of rental housing owners’ debt
trends and their capacities to repay their
borrowings. In the medium to long term
there is a need as well for gradual
improvement of the current housing rental
market structure with its dependence on
individual
households,
through
a
revitalization of public- and corporate-owned
rental housing for example.
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